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Table S1. Overview of stakeholder interviews during 2020-2021
Sector Type of organization Role City Interview 

number
Civil  Academia Water Policy Expert San Francisco 1

Private  Developer Vice President San Francisco 2
Private  Developer Building Manager San Francisco 3
Private  Engineering Firm Principal Engineer, Engineer San Francisco 4
Private  Engineering Firm Principal Engineer, Engineer San Francisco 5
Private  Engineering Firm Engineer San Francisco 6
Civil  Environmental Organization Manager New York City, 

San Francisco
7

Civil  Environmental Organization Director San Francisco 8
Private  Operator Firm Environmental Specialist San Francisco 9
Private  Operator Firm CEO New York City, 

San Francisco
10

Private  Operator Firm Vice President San Francisco 11
Public  Regulator Engineer San Francisco 12
Public  Regulator Manager, Senior Health Inspector San Francisco 13
Public  Regulator Assistant Director San Francisco 14
Public  Regulator Engineer, Supervisor, Staff Member San Francisco 15
Private  Sustainability Consultant CEO San Francisco 16
Private  Sustainability Consultant CEO, Policy Associate San Francisco 17
Private  Tech Corporation Sustainability Officer San Francisco 18
Private  Technology Supplier CEO San Francisco 19
Private  Technology Supplier CEO San Francisco 20
Private  Technology Supplier CEO, Engineer, Program Manager San Francisco 21
Public  Utility Program Manager, Director San Francisco 22
Public  Utility Program Manager San Francisco 23
Private  Real Estate Vice President New York City 24
Private  Engineering Firm Associate New York City 25
Public  Public Agency Managing Director, Policy Analyst New York City 26
Private  Engineering Firm Managing Principal New York City 27
Civil  Environmental Organization Watershed Manager New York City 28

Public  Political office Staff for local Council Member New York City 29

*Note: Two groups of individuals were interviewed twice; the total number of interviews with 31, but 
unique information comes to 29 interviews.



Table S2. Sample interview questions.
Section Questions
Introduction  Introduction of interviewer(s) and the broader context

 Aim of the interview: understanding the non-technical barriers that are slowing 
progress for urban onsite sanitation systems.

 Basic definitions (if needed)
 Permission for audio recording

Opening Questions  From your perspective, how did the story of the onsite NPR program in San 
Francisco (SF) unfold? What were key non-technical barriers that had to be 
overcome between ‘not considering this approach at all’ and ‘implementing it at 
scale’ in SF? 

o Do you think there have been specific phases of development? When and 
how long? 

o What important milestones have been achieved for onsite NPR? What do 
you consider to be a ‘milestone’?

 What non-technical barriers to onsite NPR did you notice before the 2015 
ordinance?

 What non-technical barriers to onsite NPR did you notice after the 2015 
ordinance?

o Was the idea/process ever strongly challenged/endangered? When? 
Why? 

o Have you noticed any competition/complementarities with other forms of 
water reuse? Purple pipe, potable reuse, rainwater gardens? Others? 

o What generic barriers have to be overcome to move to the next level? 
Organizational 
Role

 How do you see your organization’s role in relation to onsite NPR? 
 Has your organization always been involved in projects related to onsite NPR?
 What is your organization’s main motivation for working with onsite NPR?

Regulatory 
Barriers

Regulation
 Are there any pre-existing regulations or standards that you feel inhibit the 

adoption of NPR technology? 
 Which regulations or standards had to be changed to allow for onsite NPR 

systems? For example, discharge standards? Minimum threshold levels? 
 Which regulations/standards have assisted the adoption of onsite NPR 

technology? 
Regulatory mechanisms

 What is your experience with the permitting process for onsite NPR systems? 
What were key challenges in implementing and enforcing the NPR permitting 
process?

 Are there ways that the permitting process has adjusted to new regulations and 
new technology?

 How has the current regulatory arrangement affected your work with onsite NPR 
systems? Are there ways you think the system needs to change? In what way?

 Who is currently mostly responsible for the O&M in onsite NPR systems 
(Firms/property owners/others)? Who should be responsible?

 From the regulatory barriers you have already mentioned, do you think they are 
from the city level, or do state and national level regulations also play a key role?

Economic frameworks
 Is the installation, operation and maintenance of NPR system a profitable 

business? If no – why not? Do you think onsite NPR systems will be profitable in 
the future?

 How would economic incentives need to be adapted for onsite NPR systems to be 
profitable? What changes are necessary to achieve an economy of scale for the 
onsite NPR market?



 Has the government allocated any funding for development of onsite NPR 
systems? Has your organization profited from this allocation of funds?

 Has the government or utility adjusted its pricing methods for these onsite NPR 
systems?

Accreditation/certification (Normative Barriers)
 Are there certification processes that had to be tailor-made for onsite NPR 

systems (for design, implementation, O&M)?
 Do you feel these certification processes are needed? Why or why not?
 Who was driving these certification processes? Who else was involved? What 

kind of problems arose in defining or structuring these processes?
 Is there any way accreditation or certification processes have assisted or hindered 

your work with onsite NPR systems?
 Are you aware of NSF/ANSI 350 standard? What role does this play in your work 

with onsite NPR?
 Are there other certification standards that are important for this technology? Was 

there any aspect of this standard that was adapted for the 2015 Non-potable Water 
Ordinance?

 Have you interacted with LEED and the Living Building Challenge in your work? 
What role do these play in your involvement with onsite NPR?

Normative Barriers Roles
 Have you noticed any changes in your personal role in connection to onsite NPR 

systems?
 (How) does your organization’s role in NPR differ from the role it has 

traditionally had in the conventional centralized water sector?
Authority systems

 Have there been any shifts in how people coordinate and implement onsite NPR 
systems?

 Have you noticed any resistance from stakeholders in the transition to onsite NPR 
systems? Why or why not? From whom? When? What arguments is this based 
on?

 Who is a key player in the transition to onsite NPR systems, has this always been 
the case? What changed?

 How did you get involved with diffusing onsite NPR to other cities or at a higher 
level? How did you and others come to this decision?

 Is the Blue Ribbon Commission accomplishing its intended goals for diffusing 
onsite reuse in other cities? How many other cities/states have already or are 
currently adopting similar programs?

 How do you see equity fitting into the development of these onsite programs? 
How are you defining equity in this context?

Funding mechanisms
 Are you involved with the development of the market for onsite NPR, through 

lobbying or developing certification, etc.?
 b. Do you think the market for onsite NPR can be scaled up in the future?

Cognitive Barriers Predispositions
 Are there any pre-existing attitudes amongst end-users about sanitation that are 

affecting the adoption of onsite NPR systems? What are these? Why do you think 
they are so influential? 

 Are there any pre-existing attitudes amongst government and utility 
departments about sanitation that are affecting the adoption of onsite NPR 
systems? What are these? Why do you think they are so influential? 

Institutional 
complexity

Boundaries/compatibility 
 Are there any parts of the implementation process for onsite NPR that you think 

are particularly complex? What are these and what makes them so complex? 



 Did you have to collaborate with new partners (i.e. from other sectors) when 
setting up the NPR system/program/ordinance? Did conflicts arise in that process? 
Why? 

Demands 
 Do you think there were competing expectations between stakeholders working 

with onsite NPR systems? Why or why not? Do you have any examples of this? 
 How did you navigate these competing expectations when working with onsite 

NPR systems? 
Priorities 

 Did your organization have to change its role or way of doing things? When, how, 
why? 

 What is your major priority for working with onsite NPR systems? 
Beliefs (Cultural-cognitive barrier)

 How do you think San Francisco is adjusting to the introduction of onsite NPR 
systems? Do you think this will be a long-term option for San Francisco’s water 
resources? Why or why not? 

 b. Do you think the government and utility are equipped and ready to handle and 
sustain this approach in the long run? Why or why not? 

 c. Do you think other stakeholders, like the equipment suppliers, community, 
O&M specialists or professional associations, are equipped and ready to handle 
this onsite NPR technology? Why or why not? 

Coordination with 
Others

 Based on our initial insights into San Francisco, we created an informal map of 
the relationships between stakeholders involved with onsite NPR. Would you 
mind taking a look and drawing (or removing any) arrows between stakeholders?

 Who do you think is most important to the NPR implementation process? 
 Which actors would you say are connected to the barriers you experience in your 

work? 
 Would you say that this looked the same before the 2015 Non-potable Water 

Reuse Ordinance? 
 Which non-local actors (state, national, international level) have significantly 

supported/hindered the NPR story in SF? 
Interview Wrap-Up  Did we miss an important topic that you think is relevant for us to understand the 

onsite NPR program in San Francisco?
 Are there other people we should be speaking to about projects related to this 

technology?
 Would it be possible for us to contact you if we have any follow up questions?



Table S3. Overview of key resources for adoption and emergent sub-themes between San Francisco 
and New York City. Sub-themes emphasized by multiple interviewees are bolded and underlined and 
shaded sections of the table identify predominant resources in the resource portfolio for each city. For 
example, San Francisco’s resource portfolio most strongly emphasized Knowledge and Capabilities, 
Legal and Regulatory Frameworks, and Legitimacy, while Market structures, Financial Incentives and 
Equity and Sustainability issues were less salient in out interview transcripts. Within each category, sub-
themes emphasized multiple times in interviews are shown as bolded and underlined.  

San Francisco Resource New York City

- Incentive programs encourage and actively push for 
adoption (i.e., SF Grant Program)

- Cost comparison between ONWS and centralized 
infrastructure network

- Costs associated with construction, monitoring 
Financial 

Investment

- Incentive programs encourage and actively push for 
adoption (i.e., Comprehensive Water Reuse Grant 
Program, Onsite Water Reuse Grant Program)

- Scale of projects affect costs to developers

- Experienced operators needed for systems
- More demonstration projects needed
- National Blue-Ribbon Commission supports 

regulators with guidance documents
- Regulators need more capacity if adoption expands
- Sharing success stories informs decision-making
- Support needed to help developers, regulators and 

the public understand
- Training modules and certification programs help 

with ONWS understanding

Knowledge and 
Capabilities

- Experienced operators needed for systems
- More demonstration projects needed
- Regulators need more capacity if adoption expands
- Co-benefits great approach for informing/advocating

- Existing regulatory frameworks (Title 22) need to 
change (Article 12C/SB 966) to account for 
difference in scale for ONWS

- Monitoring requirements are difficult to comply with
- Co-benefits of ONWS to meet stormwater 

requirements
- National Blue Ribbon Commission is a reference 

point for regulatory frameworks
- Important to identify the responsible management 

entity
- New regulation (risk-based) requires clarifying 

jurisdictional roles
- Important to protect public health

Legal and 
Regulatory 

Frameworks

- Existing regulatory frameworks lack guidance for 
ONWS

- Lack of regulations required developers to 
demonstrate successful operation to get a permit

- Environmental guidelines for rezoning (e.g., 
Battery Park Authority Environmental Guidelines) 
pushed developers to obtain LEED certification, 
leading to ONWS

- Co-benefits of ONWS to meet stormwater 
requirements

- Scale of project affects what regulatory barriers 
exist

- National Blue Ribbon Commission is a reference 
point for regulatory frameworks

- Government agencies were supportive during the 
permitting process: accommodate not necessarily 
advocate 

- Developers trying to be sustainable pursue 
LEED/LBC certification

- San Francisco’s culture of sustainability and 
innovation connected to ONWS

- Political will helped pass ordinances (Article 12C, 
SB 966)

- Developers want to be “water-wise” 
- Pilot projects help build public trust (e.g., Living 

Machine, SFPUC)

Legitimacy

- Successful projects create legitimacy
- Co-benefits used to justify adoption
- National Blue Ribbon Commission
- Developers trying to be sustainable pursue LEED 

certification
- Local support from government agencies and elected 

officials
- Need to mitigate risk to human health
- Community interest in ONWS



- Investment in ONWS is the “cost of doing business” 
in San Francisco

- Need to establish a business case (ROI) for ONWS
- The market will naturally promote qualified 

practitioners and remove those who are unqualified Market
Structures

- ONWS implementation driven by private actors
- Key private actors create a stable market
- Public-private partnerships encourage adoption 
- Adoption requires significant risk for developers; 

cost-benefit is considered
- Scale affects ROI of system

- Need to understand who carries the financial burden 
for ONWS

Equity and 
Sustainability

- Distribution of infrastructure costs
- ONWS is implemented in luxury buildings


